
Okaloosa TIGER Committee Candidate Survey 2020 

Candidate Name  - 

Please type responses in the text boxes for each question. Limit responses to the text boxes.  
Save your survey to your computer, then attach and email to Carol Barlow cvb116@gmail.com. 

1. In any capacity (teaching, administration, district level leadership) what sort of unique and
inspired, "out of the box" idea did you implement that saw results?

2. What do you consider to be your weaknesses and strengths as a potential superintendent?
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3. What is the one thing you learned in your career that you think will help you become the type
of superintendent our district needs?

4. The face of education is constantly changing. What is one recent trend that you think will have a
major influence on school districts in the years to come?
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5. What can you do to foster a culture of support for educators and all those who work with
children on a daily basis?

6. How will you develop a positive working relationship with OCEA and OESP?
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7. What is the primary function of a superintendent today?

8. What do you believe is the most important concern in our district and what is your plan to
address it?
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9. How would you work with legislators to positively impact education issues that affect this
school district?

10. How to you plan to lead the district differently from our previous superintendents?


	Name: Marcus Chambers
	Response 1: As the new leader of Pryor in 2008, I was faced with a school that had a misperception in the community because of declining enrollment, an unexpected resignation of the principal, disgruntled teachers and staff and students who were labeled as behavioral problems. In order to develop a plan of action, I met with my teacher leaders for input. After several meetings, I knew we needed to change the culture at Pryor. As such, we created SAILS, a Gifted and Talented Program intended to show our community that, while at Pryor, our students would receive a top-notch education and be safe. The specific intent was to grow students academically, creatively, and personally. These growth areas would impact students academically via advanced coursework, creatively through an area of focus such as Engineering or Aviation, and personally through giving back via community service hours, which would transfer to Choctaw. Additionally, to gain community involvement, I created a robust mentorship program with a group of young male lawyers and African American female entrepreneurs to work with our most challenging students. More than just tutoring students, the mentors became role models, which the students sought to emulate. These two initiatives changed the perception and culture at Pryor.
	Response 2: A weakness that I have always recognized in myself is that I am a perfectionist who is extremely critical of himself. The critic in me stems from the fact that I have always been a fixer and a doer and when things do not go according to plan, I stress over what I should have done differently to change the outcome. This mentality has followed me as a student, teacher, coach, principal and now as Superintendent. Ultimately, this weakness made me a better leader because I had to learn which circumstances were within my control, as it is THOSE that I can positively impact. It also taught me how teamwork in brainstorming and working with others can achieve a desired goal. I believe my greatest strength as a leader and Superintendent is my ability to communicate with others. The best leaders motivate, inspire, teach, and negotiate, all of which require effective communication skills. I've always believed that communication begins first with listening. The key, or so I've found, is to approach each situation with an open mind because focusing on another's need helps me become a better leader. While that does not mean I always see eye to eye with everyone, it does mean that I value their input and they know that. Simply put, good listening leads to positive solutions and is my greatest strength as a leader and Superintendent.
	Response 10: As a teacher and coach, principal, district administrator and superintendent, I have long prided myself on working collaboratively with teachers and staff. I plan to continue that teamwork approach on important issues that continue to confront our school district, as I know that together we are stronger than I am alone. That is why I will continue knocking down silos so we can all work in a shared fashion in order to decrease barriers and increase effectiveness. In consultation with teachers, a collaborative approach helped with the creation and revision of professional development in our county and what shape it should take. The same collaborative mindset saw me working with the Okaloosa County Sheriff’s Office and the Department of Children and Families, which has helped to mitigate unnecessary and lengthened Administrative Leave. Hellen Keller’s quote, “Alone we can do so little; together, we can do so much” struck me in my youth because this simplistic yet profound concept explained to me the power of working with people in order to complete a shared goal. I will continue to work with all parties in public education to achieve our shared goal of continuing to make Okaloosa County the best place to live, work, and receive an education in Florida.
	Response 9: Partnerships and relationships are at the heart of everything we do as humans. This is no less important in working with legislators to positively impact the educational issues that affect Okaloosa County. First, I will continue to meet with teachers and staff in order to ensure I am abreast of the concerns of all teachers and staff. I use those teacher and staff meetings and discussions to take what I learned and provide a voice for them. Further, I will establish monthly meetings with our local legislators to fight for funding, lessen the undue burdens placed on teachers and staff, work to entice new teachers into the profession and create a model will Educational Support Professionals can earn their degrees without having to separate from their jobs.  Moreover, I will to visit Tallahassee and advocate for students, educators, and public education. At the heart of this is the partnerships and relationships I have already built with all stakeholders in Okaloosa County.
	Response 8: The most important issue facing our district is the budget. This directly impacts our ability to educate students and provide safe, well-maintained schools. Our infrastructure is aging and must be modernized. Navigating the half-cent sales tax, a community driven referendum by the School Cents Makes Sense group will become vitally important for improving our infrastructure.  I will continue to work with Michelle Anchors and the rest of the local business leaders who created the group to push for the half-cent sales tax. Implementing the teacher pay raise authorized by the state legislature will be one of my highest priorities in the coming fiscal year to ensure all employees are benefited. Furthermore, the economic impacts of COVID-19 could result in state budget reductions. We need strong leadership to promote fiscal discipline and protect our students, teachers, and faculty. We must weather these challenges to maintain Okaloosa’s position as an A+ rated school district. 
	Response 7: It is difficult to point out just one role as superintendent as the function of this job is multitudinous and complex. Even as I type this, Covid-19 is not something that was on my radar in August. Now, it consumes my day; from strategically planning feeding sites and times to creating an online model for instruction in less than 3 weeks, all the way to constant communication with staff and parents.  In doing so, I am humbled by the team mentality that exists in our district.  I see your emails asking how you can do more to help your schools and students during this time. It is for those reasons that I know my primary role is to be a voice for all of you in public education, whether it is normal times or during a crisis such as this. From the teachers, students, and aides in the classroom to the hard-working lunchroom staff to the secretaries who greet parents and keep the school running to the bus drivers who safely get students to school, the magnitude of this job does not escape me. It is each of your voices that I sing when I work with legislators in Tallahassee or parents in our county. This enormity is what makes the notion that Everyone Is Important a key theme of my administration. I truly understand that we all have a very important function in the role of shaping our youth and it takes each of us to complete that role.
	Response 6: I was a member of the OCEA when I taught and my wife is currently a member. I have long believed in the power of having a positive working relationship with OCEA and OESP,  as a principal and district leader and now as superintendent. This positive working relationship helped me better understand just how much a mutual respect between an administrator and the union can produce the kind of partnership that benefits teachers and students. I know that this collaborative atmosphere will not happen unless administrators are willing to talk with and listen to the leaders chosen by teachers to represent them. To continue this collaborative effort, I will continue to have monthly meetings with OCEA and OESP. Moreover, our HR Department will continue meeting weekly with OCEA and OESP to keep abreast of any hotspot issues that need to be fixed. Most importantly, as Superintendent, I will continue to follow the contract and ensure that every administrator follows suit. 
	Response 5: I can, and will, continue to do what I have been doing to foster a culture of support for everyone on the frontlines with our students. Being married to an ELA teacher, I see exactly what you go through to simply do your jobs. I firmly believe that all educators and staff on the front lines deserve a Superintendent who knows their true worth and champions them. Someone who will continue to be your cheerleader and make sure every single stakeholder knows just how hard you work. It is important to note that I know you do more than just work hard; you work hard in some conditions that others might say are insurmountable. From aging infrastructure affecting your daily instruction, to the seemingly increasing mental health issues our students face and how those issues manifest in your schools, I realize that each and every day you come in and do what so many other professions cannot: change the face of a young person’s life. Further, I will continue to listen to your concerns through teacher focus groups and continue to let those concerns help me make decisions to try to alleviate any additional and unnecessary stresses that further complicate your teaching lives. I will continue to do these things to foster a culture of support for all in public education.
	Response 4: While there are myriad changes that impact the face of public education, I think I would be remiss if I didn’t think that Covid-19 is going to continue to shape and transform education far after this pandemic is over. With the continual uncertainty our students face in today’s world, I do believe that some students might choose to continue their education online. As a district, we have already seen a prolific growth in students choosing to enroll in online courses rather than take face-to-face courses before Covid-19; thus, I can imagine more students will like learning in the safety of their own homes. However, while we have already seen growth in online course enrollment, what this pandemic has shown us is that our public schools provide so much more than merely a place to learn. From giving a meal with a smile when there is no food at home to providing a constant feeling of security, our schools and everyone in them gives our students- and their parents- a sense of ease. Daily, our employees greet students with a smile or a hug and give them the reassurance that someone cares about them and will help them reach whatever goal they have. You change the trajectory of students’ lives and that is not something that can be replaced by an online education. 
	Response 3: From teacher to coach to principal to superintendent, I have learned over my career that the effectiveness of a leader depends upon his or her ability to communicate. As Superintendent, I have seen firsthand the complexities of our school district: from aging infrastructure to administrative leave, from professional development to new standards and tests, from the Best and the Brightest to teacher evaluations, from pay scales to insurance, effective communication is absolutely essential to navigating and negotiating these complex and moving pieces of our school district. These topics require a Superintendent who is knowledgeable, willing to work with others in order to positively impact the entire school district, and effective communication is at the heart of that. Further, as Superintendent, you have to be able to work well with teachers, staff, administrators, students, parents, community leaders, Chambers of Commerce, civic organizations, elected officials, and more. What is at the heart of that? Effective communication. Over my career, I have shown that I have the ability to communicate effectively with others in order to accomplish goals and achieve success.


